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Abstract
There could be many objectives behind the revamp of projects, but in most cases it leads to capacity increase 
and improvement in the quality of the finished products. With modern chemical plants being highly instrumented, 
the success of any revamp depends very much on the execution of instrumentation & automation systems in the 
revamp process. In this article, the challenges related to instrumentation & automation in a comprehensive set of 
areas that need to be addressed during the execution of a revamp are well-covered along with various scenarios.

The modern chemical plants 
are increasingly dependent 
on Instrumentation —not only 
for monitoring, operation, and 
control but also for predict-
ing failures of equipment and 
safety of equipment.

Lately, an increasing trend is being observed to-
wards carrying out revamps of running process 
plants. The revamp is an easier way to enhance 

the capacity of the plant or improve the quality of the 
final product or achieve both the objectives together. 
The increased constraints towards new land acquisi-
tions and environmental clearances have further made 
the revamp of a process plant an attractive alternative 
for the investors.

Typically, the revamp of a process plant is under-
taken with one or more of the following objectives: 
a)  To enhance production capacities
b)  To improve the quality of the finished product
c)  To adhere to newer more stringent environment 

protection norms
d)  To modernize a running plant
e)  To reduce downtimes
f)  To improve utility consumptions
g)  To achieve cost savings and to make the end prod-

uct commercially viable, etc.

Though there are many advantages in opting for a 
revamp of an existing running process plant, it has its 
challenges too. These challenges are varied and pecu-
liar from the control and instrumentation perspective 
also. The modern chemical plants are increasingly de-
pendent on Instrumentation —not only for monitor-
ing, operation, and control but also for predicting fail-
ures of equipment and safety of equipment. With this 
increased dependence on instruments, the execution 
of instrumentation and automation part in revamps of 
the project has great bearing on the overall success of 
these projects.

Challenges 
Some of the challenges related to Instrumentation 

& Automation which may need to be dealt with during 
the execution of revamp of a process plant are -
1)   Non-Availability of Updated As-Built Drawings and Documents
 Many end users may not have the as-built /updated 

versions of final project documentation with them. 
Many times, the addition-deletions and chang-
es carried out post-commissioning are not record-
ed properly. For example, a pressure gauge might 
have been replaced by a pressure transmitter, but 
the change has not 
been incorporated in 
the P&D.

2)   Non-Availability of Data 
Related to Installed Instruments
 When the revamp in-

volves an increase in 
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capacity of the plant, the adequacy check of existing 
instruments becomes an important requirement. 
Also revamp of the process plant may involve a 
change in process conditions. But the datasheets of 
the instruments involved may not be available.

3)   Obsolescence of Existing Control System Components
 There may be situations where the control system 

cannot be expanded further to accommodate the re-
vamp related increase in signal I/0s. Or there may 
be a possibility that the system components or the 
whole existing system has become obsolete. For ex-
ample, one may come across a situation where the 
existing controller is not compatible with the new 
IO cards.

4)   Inadequacy of Equipment
 The adequacy check phase may bring out inad-

equacies in equipment, utilities, flare networks, 
pump/compressor capacities, etc. This may call for 
the introduction of HIPS (High Integrity Protection 
System) or parallel operations of equipments. The 
realization of these new additions brings up chal-
lenges towards the implementation of advanced in-
strumentation and control systems.

5)    Layout Constraints
 The space is always a constrain in a revamp proj-

ect. It puts up challenges for instrumentation con-
cerning accessibility of instruments, availability of 
straight lengths for flowmeters, and cable tray rout-
ings. Many times there is not enough spare space 
in the rack rooms to install new system/marshaling 
cabinets or there may be space constrain in the con-
trol room to install additional consoles and addi-
tional operator stations.

6)   Cascade Effects
 In revamp jobs, there can always be a possibility 

of some instrumentation activities arising from the 
demands of revamp on civil, piping, and construc-
tion works. For example, a structure strengthening 
work may require modifications in instrument in-
stallations Iike removal and relocation of instru-
ments or accessories. The overall construction se-
quence may necessitate the removal of equipment 
and replacement of the same with equipment of en-
hanced capacity/size. This will affect the associated 
instrumentation and the cabling.

7)   Dismantling
 A revamp generally requires varying degrees of 

dismantling and removal of equipment, pipelines, 
and instruments or parts thereof. The execution of 
dismantling jobs calls for detailed planning and co-
ordination.

8)   Small Window for Erection & Commissioning
 Erection and commissioning of revamp projects re-

quire the shutdown of the running plant. Since pro-
duction cannot be stopped for long durations, the 
window available for erection and commissioning 
of the new revamped project is always very small.

Scenarios
With various unique situations in a revamp project, 

there are multiple possibilities and combinations of is-
sues involved during each phase of activities. These 
varied scenarios pose bigger challenges during engi-
neering, procurement, installation, and commission-
ing phases of the plant.
1)   Field Instruments
 In case of field instruments, during the engineering 

of a revamp project one may encounter various sce-
narios as below:

a)  An existing instrument may found to be inadequate 
for the new process conditions and hence it needs 
to be replaced by a new instrument. For example, a 
control valve (CV) is not adequate for a higher flow 
condition or a transmitter is not suitable for an in-
creased pressure.

b)  A revamp is generally associated with additions of 
new process lines and new equipment. The instru-
ments on these new lines and equipment will be 
completely new additions and would constitute ad-
ditional signals to the control system.

c)  An existing instrument may be adequate for the 
new process conditions but requires re-ranging

d)  An existing instrument is adequate and can be re-
used but its physical location in the plant has been 
changed. 

2)   Control systems
 For control systems the various situations maybe -
a)  The existing system is adequate and has enough 

spares already available to cater to new additions of 
signals.

b) Existing system controllers are adequate to take up 
additional I/Os but not enough spare I/Os are avail-
able in the existing control system. So only addi-
tional marshaling and I/O racks are required.

c)  The existing controller is not adequate to take on an 
additional I/Os. So replacement of the controller or 
additional new controller(s) is required.

d)  Existing system is too old to augment/upgrade and 
hence the complete system needs replacement.

e)  There is a change in philosophy of monitoring and 
control of the plant and the complete system needs 
replacement 

 and so on...
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Also, there can be constrained re-
lated to space availability in the con-
trol room / rack room and UPS capac-
ity too.

Implementation
The planning phase of a revamp 

project is very critical. It starts with un-
derstanding-
•  The reason for undertaking the re-

vamp
•  Philosophy of monitoring & control in the existing 

plant
•  Availability of documents and drawings
•  Availability of spare space on pipe racks, cable 

ducts, cable trays
•  Availability of spare space inside rack rooms/con-

trol room for installation of new cabinets and con-
soles

•  Health of the existing instruments & systems
•  Possibility of partial shutdowns of the plant

Equipped with this knowledge, the adequacy check 
of the existing instruments and systems brings out the 
requirements related to instrumentation and automa-
tion of the revamp project. It is imperative that a ho-
listic view of all the jobs involved in the revamp of the 
plant is taken and accordingly various activities are 
identified for execution. Of course, as is true for any ex-
ecution, analysis of costs and benefits needs to be car-
ried out for choosing the best available alternative.

How old is the existing installation, how the health 
of existing instruments is and what type of control sys-
tem is implemented in the plant under revamp, has 
good impact on the instrumentation and control ac-
tivities during execution. There may be a running 
plant where the operation and control is carried out 
using single-loop controllers and with lots of local in-
struments. So during a revamp, there is an option of 
keeping the type of instrumentation as it is. But it is 
also worthwhile to evaluate whether changing over 
to multi-loop controllers / distributed control systems 
is advantageous. This evaluation shall take into con-
sideration how much part of the running plant is get-
ting revamped and changing. So the overall philoso-
phy of instrumentation and automation of the plant 
may change the outcome of this evaluation during a 
revamp project.

The health of the instruments installed is also an im-
portant consideration. The condition of the instrument 
may not be good enough to support reliable measure-

ments. As a result, more instruments in 
the existing plant may require replace-
ment though the new process condi-
tions do not demand an altogether 
new instrument. The Instrumentation 
& Automation is a continuously evolv-
ing field. It is worth considering instru-
ments with higher diagnostic capabil-
ities, reliability, and availability dur-
ing procurement. At the same time, the 
availability of maintenance spares and 

hands-on experience on a particular instrument and 
system of the existing plant is also an important con-
sideration while finalizing the procurement of new de-
vices.

The time available for erection and commissioning 
is always short for a revamp project. Detailed planning 
helps in a big way in minimizing the requirements to-
wards the overall duration of the plant shutdown. It 
is prudent to determine which part of the installations 
can be carried out during the pre-shutdown phase. 
Prefabrication of instrument hook-up may be consid-
ered. If a routine maintenance related shutdown- may 
be of very short duration, is already planned, the same 
can be utilized for carrying out part installations in 
the field as well as for carrying out jobs in the cabinet 
rooms and control rooms. This will eventually help in 
reducing the final shutdown time.

Proper inspection and testing at the vendor’s work 
helps in avoiding last-minute performance-related is-
sues of instruments and systems. These issues have the 
potential to prolong the shutdown and the commis-
sioning. So a thorough testing of the system hardware 
and software during Factory Acceptance Tests surely 
helps in achieving the goal of reducing the plant shut-
down duration.

Conclusion
The engineering and execution of the revamp of a 

process plant has altogether different challenges than a 
Greenfield project. Instrumentation & Automation has 
a very crucial role to play- in the field as well as in the 
control room. Detailed planning and continuous coor-
dination between all the stakeholders during all phas-
es of execution surely goes a long way in achieving the 
smooth and timely commissioning of the revamped 
plant.

      m

The adequacy check of the existing 
instruments and systems brings 
out the requirements related to in-
strumentation and automation of 
the revamp project. It is imperative 
that a holistic view of all the jobs 
involved in the revamp of the plant 
is taken and accordingly various ac-
tivities are identified for execution.


